April 16, 2020

Coronavirus Precautionary Measures
Guest and domestic caregiver restriction to continue until April 30
As part of our strategy to keep the ACC a safe haven for Members, their children and our
staff, the ban on guests and domestic caregivers will continue until the end of the day on
Thursday April 30. Watch the e-newsletter on April 30 for the announcement about
whether these restrictions will continue into May. We thank everyone for their
understanding and cooperation during this time.
Social distancing protocols
The Club responded quickly to the government's guidelines on social distancing. Since
then, we have had the time to review the measures that were rushed into place and to plan
a more comprehensive approach to the Club's spa-type facilities. These have been
reopened, with the following social distancing restrictions based on the dimensions of
each and the government's guidelines for indoor and outdoor spaces.






Saunas – 2 people at a time
Steam Rooms – 2 people at a time
Outdoor Jacuzzi – 3 people at a time
Indoor Jacuzzi Cold Plunge – 1 person at a time
Indoor Jacuzzi Warm Plunge – 2 people at a time

Signs reminding Members of these capacities are prominently posted and we ask
everyone's cooperation with these social distancing restrictions.
How the Club's Housekeeping Staff is responding to the coronavirus disease
We all tend to take for granted that within the Club, the mundane items and public spaces
are kept 'spic and span.' But now, with the coronavirus outbreak, and in response to the
Taiwan Government's latest safety advice the Club's staff has refreshed its "cleaning and
sanitizing" protocols.
In summary;



Housekeeping Staff are using alcohol to regularly sterilize door handles, railings
and other high traffic surfaces at least once per hour daily.
Fitness staff will regularly sanitize handles on fitness equipment while class
instructors are ensuring all mats, etc. are sanitized after each class.




Toys and surfaces in the playroom are being sanitized twice daily.
The services staff and kitchen staff in restaurants are using alcohol to regularly
sanitize the dining tables/chairs/bench seats.

From Management and Members; we thank the Club's cleaning and service staff who are
on ACC's frontlines - scrubbing/cleaning surfaces where pathogens might live - in their
continuing efforts to make the Club a healthy and safe refuge for Members and staff.

In addition to our day-to-day housekeeping measures that sanitize door handles, elevator
buttons, table tops and other common elements, ECOLAB – an internationally renowned
hygiene company – is now providing professional sanitizing of the entire clubhouse, once
every two weeks, at night. This program is another step that we are taking to ensure that
the ACC remains a safe haven for Members, their children and our staff.

